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ABSTRACT2

Long-term capture-recapture studies provide an opportunity to investigate the population3
dynamics of long-lived species through individual maturation and adulthood and/or time. We4
consider capture-recapture data collected on cohorts of female grey seals (Halichoerus grypus)5
born during the 1990s and later observed breeding on the Isle of May, Firth of Forth, Scotland.6
Female grey seals can live for 30+ years but display individual variability in their maturation7
rates and so recruit into the breeding population across a range of ages. Understanding the8
partially hidden process by which individuals transition from immature to breeding members,9
and in particular the identification of any changes to this process through time, are important10
for understanding the factors affecting the population dynamics of this species. Age-structured11
capture-recapture models can explicitly relate recruitment, and other demographic parameters12
of interest, to the age of individuals and/or time. To account for the monitoring of the seals13
from several birth cohorts we consider an age-structured model that incorporates a specific14
cohort-structure. Within this model we focus on the estimation of the distribution of the age of15
recruitment to the breeding population at this colony. Understanding this recruitment process,16
and identifying any changes or trends in this process, will offer insight into individual year effects17
and give a more realistic recruitment profile for the current UK grey seal population model. The18
use of the hidden Markov model provides an intuitive framework following the evolution of the true19
underlying states of the individuals. The model breaks down the different processes of the system:20
recruitment into the breeding population; survival; and the associated observation process. This21
model specification results in an explicit and compact expression for the model with associated22
efficiency in model fitting. Further, this framework naturally leads to extensions to more complex23
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models, for example the separation of first-time from return breeders, through relatively simple24
changes to the mathematical structure of the model.25

Keywords: Age-structured models, Capture-recapture, Cohort-structure, Grey seals, Hidden states, Isle of May, Transitions.26

1 INTRODUCTION
Understanding the recruitment process of new individuals to breeding populations is of fundamental27
importance to monitoring population dynamics. For those long-lived animals which typically breed28
annually, recruitment into the breeding population may require a maturation process of several years29
during which a range of biotic and abiotic factors may lead to cohort variability. Recruitment is often30
more temporally variable than other demographic processes [1] and its effect on the population dynamics31
is dependent on scale and the overall population structure. Temporal variability in recruitment in highly32
structured populations may be detectable over a long period. The link between environmental variability33
and offspring quality, as well as abundance, may also be important in some situations [2, 3].34

The UK grey seal (Halichoerus grypus) population has increased in recent decades [4]. Grey seals breed35
colonially at approximately 60 locations in Scotland but population trajectories differ by area: there are36
declines in pup production in some Outer Hebrides colonies but rapid growth of colonies in the North Sea37
[5, 6]. [4] estimate grey seal abundance in UK waters through an age-structured population model within38
a Bayesian state-space modelling framework. This approach is sensitive to the accuracy, precision and39
how representative the estimates used to inform vital rate priors are, therefore it is important to improve40
these where possible [7]. The current model [4] assumes female recruitment to have been completed by41
age 6. However, although female grey seals can start breeding at age 3, inter-individual and colony-specific42
variability exists so it is believed that recruitment into the breeding population occurs between the ages of43
3 and 12 [8]. It is important to note that direct observation of recruitment is challenging. Although UK44
grey seals show fidelity to their previous breeding sites [9, 10] and philopatry (returning to breed at their45
own birth colony) this may be true only for a proportion of the population or at low population densities46
[11]. Pups born at one colony may breed elsewhere and not be detected and thus are either permanent or47
temporary emigrants.48

Figure 1 shows the observed ages at first capture as a breeding adult for the 1991-1994 cohorts of female49
seal pups on the Isle of May, Firth of Forth, Scotland. Whilst the majority of seals are seen breeding by age50
12, considering only the first observations does not allow for the imperfect detection of these seals which is51
known to occur; it is feasible that individuals may be breeding at the colony prior to their first observation.52

Insert Figure 1 here.53

From the first observation data, no seals from these cohorts are observed breeding as young as the earliest54
regarded age at which breeding may occur (i.e. 3 years old), but a few are seen breeding at 4 or 5 years old.55
This could be because they are present and breeding but not captured or, alternatively, they have not yet56
started to breed and therefore are not available for capture. The majority of the seals are seen breeding by57
age 12, which can be regarded as the upper age limit of initial breeding attempt, with a small proportion58
seen for the first time at an older age. Thus, for these individuals with an observed initial breeding age59
of greater than 12, it is implied that this is not their first breeding attempt but that their previous attempts60
were not observed or took place at a different colony. These observed ages also suggest potential bi- or61
multi-modality in age of first breeding; this feature will be explored through the use of mixtures on the62
recruitment distribution.63

This is a provisional file, not the final typeset article 2
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Data collection is performed via a capture-recapture protocol. Each year observers go to the Isle of May64
and record the tag numbers of observed individuals. Pups are tagged after birth and prior to the seals65
leaving the island. The tags are uniquely identifiable using a numerical identifier. Future observations of66
individual seals at subsequent capture occasions are obtained from the unique tag identifiers, in addition to67
any further covariate information; specifically in this case whether or not the individual is observed to be68
breeding. Whilst it is known that tags may be lost, from double-tagging some of the cohorts, this occurs69
relatively infrequently for the colony on the Isle of May [12].70

The observation data are collated from the capture occasions and typically presented in the form of71
individual capture histories indicating when each individual was observed at the Isle of May (0 =72
unobserved; 1 = observed). For example, an individual with capture history73

1 0 0 1 1

was initially captured and marked as a pup, missed on the following two occasions (indicated by the zeros)74
before being resighted on the final two occasions. Resighted seals were assumed to be breeding; resight75
probabilities for non-breeding seals are known to be very small [13]. The observed data that we will analyse76
consist of the capture histories for female seals tagged as pups in 1991-1994 that have been recaptured as77
breeding adults on the Isle of May at least once during the 1992-2011 breeding seasons.78

The progression of individuals from non-breeders to breeders can be modelled through age-structured79
capture-recapture models (see for example [14] and [15] for an overview of capture-recapture models).80
We consider here a single breeding site, a special case of age-structured multi-state capture-recapture81
models where individuals can disperse amongst several breeding sites [16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22]. These82
age-structured models are similar to stopover models [23, 24] where in addition to explicitly modelling the83
recruitment of individuals to the breeding population, demographic parameters can be further assigned84
a ‘time since recruitment’ dependence (this is referred to as ‘age’ within the stopover context and would85
correspond here to the number of years spent in the breeding population and need not necessarily correspond86
to the physical age of the individual). For this population we consider an age-dependence based on the87
known age of the individuals, i.e. time since tagging/birth; a stopover approach would additionally permit88
parameters to depend on the amount of time spent in the breeding population, the ‘time since recruitment’.89

In this article we apply an age-structured model to investigate the recruitment of female seals to the90
breeding population on the Isle of May. Capture-recapture data with different marked cohorts (for example91
marking newborns each year) naturally have a cohort-structure. Cohort effects are known to occur in a range92
of different species, including seals (see for example, [25, 26, 27]) and in this study such cohort effects are93
of particular interest in terms of the demographic parameters. Thus, we highlight this cohort-structure by94
grouping individuals by birth cohort since differences between the cohorts are of particular interest. This95
results in clear parameter interpretation and connections across the cohorts. The age- and cohort-structure96
leads to the likelihood being expressed as a product over cohorts and individuals within each cohort. This97
corresponds to an age- and time-dependence on the parameters in the general age-structured multi-state98
capture-recapture models where the likelihood is expressed simply over all individuals.99

Cohort effects have been observed in studies of other seal species, for example sub-antarctic fur seals100
[25], but are not typically included in population dynamics models [4, 28]. The amount of data available in101
this study is also very limited and there is particular interest in the ability to fit age-structured models in102
small data scenarios. The model we develop permits parameters to be cohort-dependent but also allows103
for the sharing of demographic parameters across the cohorts; particularly prudent when sample size is104
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small whilst giving a flexible framework to investigate and identify differences between cohorts. The105
model is specified using the hidden Markov model (HMM) framework [29, 30]. An HMM expresses106
the likelihood function in a matrix format which leads to computational efficiency in the specification,107
and hence maximisation, of the likelihood function. Further, this format can accommodate the extension108
to age-dependent survival such as the separation of first-time and return breeders, which we explore in109
Section 3.1, through relatively small changes to the specification of the model.110

In Section 2 we define the age- and cohort-structured model and provide the associated likelihood111
function. In Section 3 we apply the new model to the data on the Isle of May grey seals. Section 4 contains112
a simulation study that demonstrates the new model and investigates the effect of sample size on the113
identification of the recruitment process and the performance of the cohort-structured approach on the114
estimation of shared demographic parameters. The article concludes with a discussion in Section 5.115

2 METHODS
Here we describe the age- and cohort-structured model. In deriving this model we keep the form of the116
parameter dependencies applicable to the particular data and grey seal population considered, but the model117
can be easily generalised. Alternative models can be achieved by changing the assumptions of the parameter118
dependencies (for example, constant or time-dependent capture probabilities). The model includes the119
following restrictions and assumptions: all seals within the study population enter the breeding population120
at some point within the study time frame; whilst a member of the breeding population individuals breed121
every year at the Isle of May (there is no temporary migration, see Section 5 for more discussion of this122
issue); and individuals who leave the Isle of May breeding population can no longer be observed within the123
study (permanent migration is confounded with survival).124

A hidden Markov model is described in two parts; an underlying hidden state process, and an observation125
process conditional on the former latent states. In the context of capture-recapture, the (partially) hidden126
states correspond to the availability of an individual for capture. These unknown states may be further127
augmented with additional individual covariates which may be discrete in nature (such as age, cohort,128
breeding status, etc., see for example [24, 31]), or continuous (such as weight, length etc., see for example129
[32]). The observation process part of the model describes the capture process of the animals corresponding130
to whether or not an individual is observed, given their availability for capture. An individual who is131
unavailable cannot be observed; however an individual who is available for capture may or may not be132
observed with some capture probability. For these models, the underlying state of availability is only133
partially observed due to imperfect detection. The capture of an individual naturally implies it was available134
for capture; the uncertainty in the state process arises in the case where an individual is not captured as (i)135
they may have been available for capture and simply not observed due to the imperfect capture detection;136
or (ii) they were not available for capture.137

For capture-recapture data we consider a discrete-time approach where the capture occasions for this study138
correspond to the annual breeding season. There is one capture occasion per year of the study. We formulate139
the model primarily in a time-focused perspective, however, since it is natural to consider maturation in140
terms of the age of an individual, we consider the recruitment process from an age-perspective. Age and141
time are naturally related; combining the capture occasion with the known birth cohort determines the age142
of an individual. For a comparison of capture-recapture interpretation in a time or age perspective see [33].143
We consider a fully deterministic age increase (of 1 each year) but age classes or groups may be considered144
where parameters are in common within age classes.145

This is a provisional file, not the final typeset article 4
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To define the model we consider the two different processes (hidden-state and observation) separately146
before combining them to define the associated likelihood function.147

148

2.1 Hidden-state process149

We begin by considering the hidden-state process and the latent states of the model. For ease of150
interpretation we label the hidden states as follows:151

(1) juvenile: the seal has not yet matured and returned to the island to breed. Seals in this state are not152
available for capture.153

(2) breeding: the seal is a member of the breeding population. Seals in this state are available for capture.154

(3) non-breeding: the seal has left the breeding population due to death, migration or age. Seals in this155
state are no longer available for capture.156

We assume a stage-structured model where individuals can only remain in their current state or move to a157
“higher-order” state (i.e. from juvenile to breeding; and from breeding to non-breeding), where non-breeding158
is an absorbing state.159

Notationally, we let t = 0, . . . , T denote the capture occasions of the study where t = 0 corresponds to160
the tagging of the first cohort and T is the total number of subsequent capture occasions. Let C denote the161
set of cohorts where c ∈ C indicates the occasions when cohorts are tagged; and nc the number of tagged162
individuals in cohort c. For example, four cohorts in consecutive years would be denoted C = {0, 1, 2, 3}.163
The age of a seal on any given capture occasion can be calculated as the difference between the occasion164
number and their cohort number, as all seals are tagged at age 0 and hence age is known with certainty.165

To initialise the model we define the initial state distribution for each cohort which describes the state of166
individuals on the occasion in which they are tagged. All individuals are tagged as pups and so their initial167
state is that of a juvenile. We specify the initial state distribution for all individuals to be:168

πc = ( 1 0 0 ).

We let β = {βck : k = 1, . . . , Kc, c ∈ C} denote the recruitment probabilities to be estimated such that βck169
is the probability an individual from cohort c joins the breeding population to breed for the first time on the170
Isle of May at age k; where Kc is the maximum recruitment age for the cohort. We consider the general171
case here where Kc may be different for each cohort, in particular permitting recruitment at any point172
up to the end of the study (Kc = T − c). Our data contain only known breeders therefore all individuals173
are known to have recruited at some point within the study necessitating that the sum of the recruitment174
probabilities must be equal to 1. Finally, we note that βck = 0 for all ages k outside the defined set of ages for175
which animals are assumed to breed for the first time. For our case this corresponds to k < 3. To estimate176
these recruitment probabilities we consider a parametric approach through a recruitment distribution. The177
parameters to be estimated are therefore the parameters of this chosen distribution and separate recruitment178
probabilities for each occasion can be obtained from this distribution (see Sections 3 and 4 for further179
details). In particular we consider the use of mixture distributions where there is interest in the mixture180
proportion itself and whether cohort effects are detectable and present for this parameter.181

We let φ denote the apparent survival corresponding to the probability an individual survives to the182
following year and remains a member of the breeding population, given that they are alive and available183
for capture in the current year. Thus, we note that death, migration and “old-age” (in terms of stopping184
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breeding) are confounded. For our data we assume that the apparent survival is constant over time and185
cohort for this colony [6, 12].186

Transitions between the underlying states for occasions t = c, . . . , T − 1 and cohorts c ∈ C are a function187
of the recruitment and survival probabilities,188

Ψc
t =

 1− β∗ct−c+1 β∗ct−c+1 0
0 φ 1− φ
0 0 1


where Ψc

t [i, j] is the probability an individual is in state j on occasion t+ 1 given they were in state i on189

occasion t. The term β∗ck =
βck∑Kc

j=k β
c
j

denotes the conditional recruitment probabilities, corresponding190

to the probability an individual is recruited at age k (where the age on occasion t can be calculated by191
k = t− c+ 1) given they have not yet been recruited.192

193
2.2 Observation process194

The observation process part of the model links the hidden states to the observed captures. The capture195
histories x = {xcit : i = 1, . . . , nc, t = c + 1, . . . , T, c ∈ C} store the recapture information for each196
individual (i = 1, . . . , nc) in each cohort (c ∈ C) from the occasion following their tagging until the end197
of the study (i.e. for times t = c+ 1, . . . , T ). Let p denote the capture probability to be estimated which198
is shared across all cohorts. The observation process matrix at time t for individual i, denoted Qt(x

c
it),199

connects the probability of observing a capture (xcit = 1) or not (xcit = 0) given the underlying hidden state,200
for t = c+ 1, . . . , T , and i = 1, . . . , nc. The observation process matrix is a diagonal matrix with elements201
Qt(x

c
it)[j, j], corresponding to the probability of observation xcit given the individual is in hidden state j.202

Thus the matrix can be specified in the form:203

Qt(x
c
it) =

{
diag(1, 1− p, 1) xcit = 0.
diag(0, p, 0) xcit = 1.

We consider here a constant capture probability across all occasions and all cohorts. Assuming an equal204
capture probability across these cohorts is reasonable for the environment and resighting procedure on205
the Isle of May [8]. There are no obvious biological reasons to suppose breeders of these different ages206
are less/more likely to be captured and identified than others. For this colony it is plausible that capture207
probabilities may vary through time. Models with time-dependent capture probabilities can be fitted within208
this framework (with elements ofQt(x

c
it) becoming a function of time-dependent pt rather than a constant209

p). See Section 5 for further discussion about the choice of a constant capture probability in this instance.210

211
2.3 Likelihood function212

The likelihood can be specified as a product over each individual of their corresponding capture history213
probability using the HMM formulation given by:214

L(β, φ, p;x) =
∏
c∈C

nc∏
i=1

πc

(
T∏

t=c+1

Ψc
t−1Qt(x

c
it)

)
13 (1)

This is a provisional file, not the final typeset article 6
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where 13 is an all-ones column vector of length 3 (as there are 3 underlying hidden states). Whilst the215
cohorts can be analysed independently, structuring the likelihood in this way permits parameters to be216
shared across the cohorts (or a combination of cohort-dependent and shared parameters) and evaluated217
within a single expression. We note that efficiency may be gained in large populations by grouping218
individuals with the same capture history together and forming the product over unique histories rather219
than individuals.220

3 ISLE OF MAY GREY SEALS
Work involving animals in this study was licensed under UK Home Office project 60/4009 or preceding221
versions and conformed to the UK Animals (Scientific Procedures) Act, 1986. Research was approved by222
the University of St Andrews Animal Welfare and Ethics Committee.223

The data (and code to reproduce the results presented here are available [34]) contain capture-recapture224
information on female Isle of May seals that were tagged as pups with flipper tags. We consider the225
1991-1994 birth cohorts with recapture occasions corresponding to the 1992-2011 breeding seasons. Cohort226
sizes, corresponding to tagged female pups that are seen at least once as a breeding adult on the Isle of227
May, are 30, 16, 19 and 21 respectively.228

To estimate separate recruitment probabilities for each cohort on each occasion requires 62 parameters229
(17, 16, 15 and 14 for each cohort respectively). To reduce this number we assume a parametric form230
using normal or log-normal distributions. We discretise and truncate the recruitment distribution to permit231
recruitment from age 3 until the end of the study as described in the simulation study below. In the case232
of the normal distributions we specify that the mean must be positive. Capture probabilities are assumed233
to be constant and shared across all cohorts. Sharing the capture probabilities appears reasonable as234
sources of variability are likely to affect all cohorts in the same way. The restriction to constant rather235
than time-dependent capture probabilities is necessary due to the very small cohort sizes (see Section 5).236
More generally, time-dependent capture probabilities can be estimated within the framework [24]. The237
penalty for taking this approach appears to be slightly broader confidence intervals due to the unmodelled238
temporal variation. Confidence intervals are estimated through a nonparametric bootstrap with 999 bootstrap239
resamples (plus the original dataset), where resampling takes place within each cohort to retain constant240
cohort sizes.241

We consider a non-exhaustive range of models on the recruitment distribution using AIC values to242
distinguish. [35] explore model selection for capture-recapture analyses in the case of heterogeneous243
survival or capture probabilities using mixture models with up to three components. They found that AIC244
performs well when the aim is parameter estimation but caution that it can have a tendency to overestimate245
the number of mixture components. Within our study there is an ecological basis for considering a mixture246
model as individuals can display different recruitment behaviour. The Isle of May has a finite area of247
suitable seal breeding habitat which is likely to limit the total number of seals using the island [36]. Whilst248
individuals may recruit at a young age (from 3 onwards), there is competition for access to breeding spaces249
and inexperienced or first-time breeders (who typically breed later in the season) may simply experience250
difficulties getting ashore. In addition, female reproductive success is a function of mass (as capital breeders,251
small individuals cannot sustain successful reproduction) and as density increases individuals may take252
longer to reach the breeding state, delaying recruitment. For these reasons, and considering the small253
sample sizes, we restrict the search to include at most two mixture components to account for individuals254
being grouped by these behaviours.255
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Both the normal and log-normal distributions are specified through parameters µ and σ2. Where there are256
two mixture components we subscript the parameters to indicate which component they belong to. We257
also estimate the mixture proportion w. We consider a bottom-up model search approach starting with all258
parameters shared across all cohorts. We relax this assumption to permit cohort-dependent parameters,259
stopping when further increasing the number of cohort-dependent parameters does not produce a reduction260
in AIC.261

Table 1 presents all of the models considered and their respective AIC values. Table 2 presents the262
parameter estimates and 95% bootstrap confidence intervals for the parameters of the model deemed263
optimal via the AIC and Figure 2 visualises the associated recruitment distributions, with associated 95%264
bootstrap confidence intervals for the four cohorts overlaid on top of the observed ages of first breeding (as265
seen in Figure 1).266

Insert Table 1 here.267

Insert Table 2 here.268

Insert Figure 2 here.269

The model chosen through AIC includes a mixture of two log-normal distributions for the recruitment270
distribution where the mixture proportions are cohort-dependent but the mean and variance of both mixture271
components are common to all cohorts. Moving through the 1991 to 1994 cohorts there appears to have272
been a transition from one component of the mixture to the other, though there is considerable uncertainty273
for the 1992 and 1993 cohorts. The expectation of age at first breeding for mixture component 1 is274
approximately 9 years old (standard deviation 2.3 years) and for component 2 approximately 10.3 years275
old (standard deviation 0.3 years), indicating a slight shift in the average recruitment age by a little over a276
year to a distribution that is also more concentrated around the average.277

278
3.1 First-time breeder survival279

We further extend the model described above to permit separate (apparent) survival probabilities for seals280
breeding for the first time on the Isle of May from returning breeders. This extension is relatively simple281
in the HMM format and requires augmenting the hidden states. Previously we had three hidden states282
corresponding to juvenile, breeding and non-breeding seals. To introduce the different survival probabilities283
we split the breeding state into two states; first-time breeders and return breeders. To accommodate this284
change the dimension of the HMM structures (initial state distribution, transition probability matrix and285
observation process matrix) must be increased to allow for four hidden states. The HMM structures are286
now:287

initial state distribution288
πc = ( 1 0 0 0 );

transition probability matrix289

Ψc
t =


1− β∗ct−c+1 β∗ct−c+1 0 0

0 0 φ1 1− φ1
0 0 φb 1− φb
0 0 0 1

 ;

This is a provisional file, not the final typeset article 8
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and observation process matrix290

Qt(x
c
it) =

{
diag(1, 1− p, 1− p, 1) xcit = 0.
diag(0, p, p, 0) xcit = 1;

where φ1 and φb denote the first-time and return breeder survival probabilities respectively and we continue291
to assume a constant capture probability, p. We note that the main changes are to the transition probability292
matrix where the new parameters have been introduced. In this formulation we again assume that the293
survival probabilities are constant and shared across all of the cohorts. The form of the likelihood is the294
same as in (1) with 13 replaced with 14 to match the number of hidden states.295

As with the previous model we consider a non-exhaustive set of models for the recruitment distribution,296
distinguishing between models via the AIC statistic. We again take a bottom-up approach and stop when297
further inclusion of cohort-dependent parameters does not lead to a reduction in AIC. Table 3 displays the298
list of models considered with their AIC scores. Table 4 provides the parameter estimates from the model299
deemed optimal by the AIC with associated 95% bootstrap confidence intervals and Figure 3 displays the300
recruitment distributions and associated 95% bootstrap confidence intervals overlaid on the observed first301
recapture as a breeding adult (as in Figure 1).302

Insert Table 3 here.303

Insert Table 4 here.304

Insert Figure 3 here.305

The model deemed optimal for the recruitment distribution when both first-time and return breeder306
survival probabilities are included is the same as when only a single survival parameter is used; cohort-307
dependence in the mixture proportions of a two log-normal mixture with all other parameters shared308
across all cohorts. The parameter estimates and their uncertainty are comparable between the two models.309
This second model identifies first-time breeders on the Isle of May having a lower survival probability310
than return breeders. We note that since we do not permit temporary migration in this model, the group311
of first-time breeders are likely to include some experienced breeders that have bred elsewhere prior to312
breeding on the Isle of May for the first time. See Section 5 for further discussion.313

4 SIMULATION STUDY
The Isle of May grey seal data of Section 3 contains very small cohorts. Through simulation we will314
perform a power analysis to investigate the effect of cohort size on the estimation of the recruitment315
parameters. Additionally we explore the performance of the cohort-structured model, compared to a316
single-cohort approach, on the estimation of the demographic parameters. We base our choice of model (a317
two-component mixture on recruitment with cohort-dependent mixture proportions), the number of cohorts318
and the number of capture occasions on the grey seal data analysed in Section 3. Code to reproduce the319
simulation study is available [34].320

We will consider three different sample sizes; n = 20, 50 and 100 individuals in each cohort. We take321
four cohorts (C = 4) and assume pups are tagged on consecutive occasions, thus labelling them cohorts322
c = 0, 1, 2, 3. We set the number of capture occasions to be T = 20 (20 occasions after the tagging of the323
first cohort), and permit recruitment to the breeding population to occur between the ages of 3 and the end324
of the study (so that Kc = T − c).325
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To estimate separate recruitment probabilities for each occasion and cohort is extremely parameter326
intensive and not feasible for very small sample sizes. To reduce the number of parameters required for this327
part of the model we adopt a parametric approach; we model recruitment as a mixture of truncated log-328
normal distributions (based on the model from Section 3). We then discretise this continuous distribution329
to obtain recruitment probabilities for each occasion. Specifically, let a random variable X follow a330
log-normal distribution with probability density function f(x;µ, σ2). The expectation and variance of X331

can be calculated by E(X) = exp
(
µ+ σ2

2

)
and Var(X) = (exp(σ2)− 1) exp(2µ+ σ2) respectively. We332

first discretise the distribution,333

g(x;µ, σ2) =

∫ x+0.5

x−0.5
f(x;µ, σ2) dx,

followed by truncation, and re-normalising, to restrict recruitment to occur only between the age of 3 and334
the end of the study (therefore maximum age is cohort specific),335

g∗(x;µ, σ2)c =
g(x;µ, σ2)∫ T−c+0.5

2.5 f(x;µ, σ2) dx
.

We form the recruitment distribution, r(x)c for x = 3, . . . , T − c, c = 0, . . . , 3, as a mixture of two336
truncated and discretised log-normal distributions g∗1(x;µ1, σ

2
1)c and g∗2(x;µ2, σ

2
2)c such that337

r(x)c = wcg∗1(x;µ1, σ
2
1)c + (1− wc)g∗2(x;µ2, σ

2
2)c,

where the parameters to be estimated are µ1, µ2, σ21 , σ22 (shared across all cohorts) and the mixture338
proportions wc for c = 0, . . . , 3.339

To simulate data we set µ1 = 2, µ2 = 2.5, σ21 = 0.252, σ22 = 0.052 (corresponding to E1(X) = 7.6,340
sd1(X) = 1.94 for mixture component 1 and E2(X) = 12.2, sd2(X) = 0.61 for mixture component 2).341
The mixture proportions are cohort-dependent and equal to wc = 1, 0.7, 0.3 and 0 for cohorts c = 0, . . . , 3342
respectively. We include a constant capture probability of 0.7 and a constant survival probability of 0.8. For343
each of the cohort sample sizes n = 20, 50, 100 we simulate 1000 datasets. For each simulated dataset we344
fit both the age- and cohort-structured model for all of the cohort data combined and separate single-cohort345
models to each cohort independently in turn. We present plots of the estimated recruitment distributions346
along with estimates of the demographic parameters across the 1000 simulations in Figures 4, 5 and 6.347

Insert Figure 4 here.348

Insert Figure 5 here.349

Insert Figure 6 here.350

Overall the multiple-cohort model outperforms the single-cohort approach showing reduced variability in351
the parameter estimates across the 1000 simulations. Even for the smallest sample size, n = 20 individuals352
in each cohort, the multiple-cohort approach frequently captures the general shape of the recruitment353
distribution. As expected this improves with increased sample size. Similarly, the figures show that as the354
sample size increases, the precision of the parameter estimates also increases. The greatest improvement is355
seen in the variability of the demographic estimates.356
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5 DISCUSSION
In this paper we explore an age- and cohort-structured stopover model to estimate the distribution of age at357
recruitment to the breeding population for female seals on the Isle of May alongside capture and survival358
probabilities. We demonstrate that it is possible to gain valuable ecological insights into a population359
from relatively small datasets through the use of shared parameters across cohorts. The cohort-structured360
model has improved performance in this regard over the more standard approach of analysing each cohort361
independently of each other.362

The model offers a powerful tool to be able to better understand recruitment patterns and changes in363
those patterns across multiple cohorts, as demonstrated through application to a field data set. This offers364
preliminary findings (from restricted sample sizes) to suggest there is cohort variability in recruitment:365
variability in vital rates tends to slow population growth [37]. In this particular study, there is a suggestion366
of directional change in the average age of recruitment as the mixture proportion for the mixture component367
with a higher mean recruitment age increases, recruitment on average becomes later by cohort. This would368
suggest pressure on this breeding population, with new recruits either maturing later perhaps due to food369
resource limitation, or new recruits finding it more difficult to establish a breeding site within the colony.370
Both such outcomes might relate to intensified intraspecific competition within a growing population of371
grey seals in the North Sea [4]. Food limitation might also relate to ecosystem change over this period with372
changing populations of sandeels and cod [38, 39].373

In the current UK grey seal population model [4], a Bayesian approach is used to fit an age-structured374
model of British grey seal population dynamics to regular estimates of the number of pups born per year,375
synoptic estimates of total population size, and other data on demographic parameters, informing prior376
distributions. While the model is used mainly to derive an estimate of population size and trend, it is377
also used to assess region-level density dependence [4]. [40] had considered pup survival the most likely378
parameter to be affected by density dependence and [4] therefore modified the model to include a density379
dependent function. However, the age at which female grey seals recruit to the breeding population is likely380
to increase under density dependence as resources such as space and food become less abundant. Here we381
add to the evidence [8] that recruitment at the Isle of May is incomplete by age 6 and has increased during382
the 1990s as pup production there increased, so that it may not be complete by age 10 (Figures 2 and 3).383
Canadian grey seals showed an increase in average recruitment age of 1 year over a 15 year period [41] so384
the effect seen at the Isle of May seems large and rapid in comparison and would have a greater influence385
on demographic models than the effect size seen in Canada.386

The HMM framework facilitates efficient model fitting and allows model extensions and adaptations387
to be made with ease. We demonstrate one extension by allowing survival to differ between first-time388
and return breeders, better supporting the biological understanding of the species. Other extensions could389
be easily included in this framework, for example, accounting for state uncertainty [42, 43] where states390
may be misidentified, augmenting the hidden states to account for further discrete state information [24],391
individual time-varying covariates and associated missing data issues [32] or temporary migration (see392
below). In particular, it is known that initial postweaning survival of grey seal pups is linked to individual393
covariates such that larger pups survive better as do those with robust immune systems [44] therefore early394
condition is at least partially linked to probability of recruitment [45]. The model presented here offers the395
framework to include such covariate information.396

For these data with limited sample size, care was needed in estimating large numbers of parameters. In397
particular, estimating large numbers of time-dependent capture probabilities led to boundary estimates and398
suspected near-redundancy in the model. Problems appear to arise when estimating the capture probabilities399
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for the earlier occasions when very few individuals have been recruited. Nevertheless, the estimation of the400
recruitment distributions appear to be robust to such changes in the capture probability dependency. The401
issues in relation to (near) parameter redundancy are most likely related to the small cohort sizes available,402
and the further investigation of such redundancies is an ongoing area of research.403

The estimation of separate survival rates for seals on their first breeding occasion is consistent with other404
studies in grey seals [12]. Two potential explanations are (1) primaparity may be associated with a higher405
risk of mortality than later pregnancies (2) first-time breeders may be more likely to be transient visitors406
that go on to breed more regularly elsewhere. The methodology used cannot distinguish mortality from407
permanent emigration.408

It is therefore important to note that the model presented here is limited by the following assumptions: (1)409
all the seals observed on the Isle of May are breeding; (2) once a seal is recruited to the population they are410
assumed to breed every year on the Isle of May until they permanently leave the breeding population; and411
(3) that individuals in this population are only recruited to the Isle of May population, they do not breed412
elsewhere before joining and so all transition through being a first-time breeder. Assumption (1) can be413
accounted for through permitting state-uncertainty as described above, though this is likely to be a small414
effect since very few non-breeders are observed at colonies. The remaining two could be relaxed through415
the inclusion of temporary migration. Temporary migration would permit individuals to skip breeding416
seasons, which is known to happen [13], or to temporarily breed at a different colony. The consequence417
of not incorporating this into the model is that capture probabilities are likely to underestimate the true418
values and as a result there may be modest effects on the estimation of recruitment. Within a robust design419
framework [46] it is often possible to incorporate temporary emigration into the model, see for example420
[47] and [48]. It therefore seems prudent to develop temporary migration within the model to accommodate421
the idea that seals that are not seen until after the age of 12 are in fact breeding adults, but they are simply422
breeding at a site other than the Isle of May. Whilst the HMM framework can be adapted to include423
temporary migration (though the addition of further hidden states), it is likely to require significantly larger424
sample sizes than those available here. Supplementary data, such as estimated migration rates or individual425
covariates, that inform these behaviours would likely be advantageous and reduce reliance on only the426
capture-recapture data to estimate the form of these relationships.427
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure 1. Female pups born and tagged in 1991, 1992, 1993 and 1994 that were recaptured as breeding
mothers between 1992 and 2011. The figure shows frequencies corresponding to age of first recapture for
the different cohorts.

Figure 2. Recruitment distributions, with 95% bootstrap confidence intervals, for the Isle of May grey
seal study model with cohort dependent mixture proportions (two log-normal mixture).
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Figure 3. Recruitment distributions, with 95% bootstrap confidence intervals, for the Isle of May grey
seal study first-time and return breeder model with cohort dependent mixture proportions (two log-normal
mixture).

Figure 4. Simulation results when cohort sample size n = 20 based on 1000 simulated datasets. Top row:
Estimated recruitment distributions from the cohort-structured model. Middle row: Estimated recruitment
distributions from the single-cohort models. Bottom row: Estimated capture and survival probabilities for
the cohort-structured model (Multiple) and separate single-cohort models (Single). The true values are
indicated by black lines.
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Figure 5. Simulation results when cohort sample size n = 50 based on 1000 simulated datasets. Top row:
Estimated recruitment distributions from the cohort-structured model. Middle row: Estimated recruitment
distributions from the single-cohort models. Bottom row: Estimated capture and survival probabilities for
the cohort-structured model (Multiple) and separate single-cohort models (Single). The true values are
indicated by black lines.

Figure 6. Simulation results when cohort sample size n = 100 based on 1000 simulated datasets. Top row:
Estimated recruitment distributions from the cohort-structured model. Middle row: Estimated recruitment
distributions from the single-cohort models. Bottom row: Estimated capture and survival probabilities for
the cohort-structured model (Multiple) and separate single-cohort models (Single). The true values are
indicated by black lines.
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Table 1. Fitted models with AIC and ∆AIC scores for the Isle of May grey seal study. Shared parameters
are common to all cohorts, Cohort parameters indicate cohort-dependence.

Distribution Model AIC ∆AICShared Cohort

One normal
µ, σ2 1088.8 7.1
σ2 µ 1092.2 10.5
µ σ2 1086.0 4.3

µ, σ2 1087.2 5.5

Two normals

µ1, µ2, σ21 , σ22 , w 1093.9 12.2
µ2, σ21 , σ22 , w µ1 1098.2 16.5
µ1, µ2, σ22 , w σ21 1089.1 7.4
µ1, µ2, σ21 , σ22 w 1085.0 3.3
σ21 , σ22 , w µ1, µ2 1082.5 0.8
µ2, σ22 , w µ1, σ21 1140.9 59.2
µ2, σ21 , σ22 µ1, w 1090.8 9.1
µ1, µ2, w σ21 , σ22 1089.8 8.0
µ1, µ2, σ22 σ21 , w 1089.0 7.3
σ22 , w µ1, µ2, σ21 1146.9 65.2
σ21 , σ22 µ1, µ2, w 1086.9 5.1
µ2, w µ1, σ21 , σ22 1091.1 9.4
µ2, σ22 µ1, σ21 , w 1128.7 47.0
µ1, µ2 σ21 , σ22 , w 1093.8 12.0

One log-normal
µ, σ2 1089.4 7.6
σ2 µ 1145.2 63.4
µ σ2 1082.4 0.7

µ, σ2 1136.6 54.9

Two log-normals

µ1, µ2, σ21 , σ22 , w 1090.1 8.4
µ2, σ21 , σ22 , w µ1 1101.4 19.6
µ1, µ2, σ22 , w σ21 1085.9 4.2
µ1, µ2, σ21 , σ22 w 1081.7 0
σ21 , σ22 , w µ1, µ2 1157.2 75.4
µ2, σ22 , w µ1, σ21 1107.4 25.6
µ2, σ21 , σ22 µ1, w 1097.5 15.7
µ1, µ2, w σ21 , σ22 1084.1 2.4
µ1, µ2, σ22 σ21 , w 1087.1 5.4
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Table 2. Parameter estimates, and 95% bootstrap confidence intervals, for the Isle of May grey seal study
model with constant capture and survival probability and cohort dependent mixture proportions (two
log-normal mixture).

Parameter Cohort MLE 95% CI
µ1 All 2.17 (1.96, 2.37)
µ2 All 2.33 (2.26, 2.43)
σ21 All 0.25 (0.13, 0.46)
σ22 All 0.03 (0.01, 0.06)

w

1991 1.00 (1.00, 1.00)
1992 0.81 (0.23, 1.00)
1993 0.46 (0.00, 0.93)
1994 0.00 (0.00, 0.00)

p All 0.67 (0.57, 0.75)
φ All 0.84 (0.78, 0.88)
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Table 3. Fitted models with AIC and ∆AIC scores for the Isle of May grey seal study first-time and
return breeder model. Shared parameters are common to all cohorts, Cohort parameters indicate cohort-
dependence.

Distribution Model AIC ∆AICShared Cohort

One normal
µ, σ2 1085.7 7.0
σ2 µ 1089.0 10.3
µ σ2 1083.1 4.4

µ, σ2 1084.2 5.5

Two normals

µ1, µ2, σ21 , σ22 , w 1090.8 12.1
µ2, σ21 , σ22 , w µ1 1097.7 19.0
µ1, µ2, σ22 , w σ21 1086.6 7.9
µ1, µ2, σ21 , σ22 w 1082.3 3.6
σ21 , σ22 , w µ1, µ2 1080.3 1.6
µ2, σ22 , w µ1, σ21 1103.7 25.0
µ2, σ21 , σ22 µ1, w 1088.1 9.4
µ1, µ2, w σ21 , σ22 1087.0 8.3
µ1, µ2, σ22 σ21 , w 1086.4 7.7
σ22 , w µ1, µ2, σ21 1107.0 28.3
σ21 , σ22 µ1, µ2, w 1084.8 6.1
µ2, w µ1, σ21 , σ22 1083.6 4.9
µ2, σ22 µ1, σ21 , w 1093.4 14.7
µ1, µ2 σ21 , σ22 , w 1083.4 4.7

One log-normal
µ, σ2 1138.2 59.5
σ2 µ 1144.2 65.5
µ σ2 1079.3 0.6

µ, σ2 1135.0 56.3

Two log-normals

µ1, µ2, σ21 , σ22 , w 1086.7 8.0
µ2, σ21 , σ22 , w µ1 1098.1 19.4
µ1, µ2, σ22 , w σ21 1085.3 6.6
µ1, µ2, σ21 , σ22 w 1078.7 0
σ21 , σ22 , w µ1, µ2 1156.2 77.5
µ2, σ22 , w µ1, σ21 1156.2 77.5
µ2, σ21 , σ22 µ1, w 1156.2 77.5
µ1, µ2, w σ21 , σ22 1081.2 2.5
µ1, µ2, σ22 σ21 , w 1091.3 12.6
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Table 4. Parameter estimates, and 95% bootstrap confidence intervals, for the Isle of May grey seal study
first-time and return breeder model with constant capture and survival probabilities and cohort dependent
mixture proportions (two log-normal mixture).

Parameter Cohort MLE 95% CI
µ1 All 2.18 (1.97, 2.40)
µ2 All 2.35 (2.27, 2.44)
σ21 All 0.24 (0.12, 0.43)
σ22 All 0.03 (0.01, 0.05)

w

1991 1.00 (1.00, 1.00)
1992 0.79 (0.22, 1.00)
1993 0.47 (0.00, 1.00)
1994 0.00 (0.00, 0.00)

p All 0.69 (0.58, 0.77)
φ1 All 0.70 (0.57, 0.87)
φb All 0.88 (0.82, 0.92)
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